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Dear r. Rogers"

The bsic issue in South Tyrol is quite siply the Italiwn
refusal to grant the area a genuinely special status within the
Republic. The Italians say, in effect" why should we? This
is one nation, democratic, with equal justice, and equl op-
portunity for all. ’.y should the South Tyroleans, merely be-
cause they speak another language, have a right to demand
special privileges and immunities? All the regions of Italy
have had different histories and different customs and lws,
but they are learning to llve together to the advantage of all.
hy should the South Tyroleans be a special cse? So e,ch instance
of special status that has been granted and there have been
mny, especially in deference to the lnguage problem- is
treated as magnanimous concession, the necessity for which
the Italians d0 not really understand.

The fundamental Tyrolean nswer is, in effect: this lnd
was included in Italy through injustice in 1918, and the in-
justice was compounded by being confirmed in 1946. If the in-
justice is to be continued, and South Tyrol is to continue to
be a prt of Italy, then special status is a minimum demand
that must be met. e, alone of the regions of Italy, did not
ask to be here and do not want to be here. .So each concession
is treated as a frctional grant of what the South Tyrol eans
have right to ask.

There seems to be no bridge between these views, as long
as the Italians continue to believe themselves to be a unitary
nation nd s long as the South Tyrol eans continue to regard
themselves as,outside of that nation. That is the tragedy of
South Tyrol. As Fresident },agnago said in Kaltern, "there will
be no pece," and battles over public housing, over the use of.
the German language, over Provincial autonomy ana over the
sharing of civil service jobs will continue to be fought, and
variously won or lost, until the South Tyrol really becomes the
Alto A[ige, or Until the map of Europe is changed.

This is now the view of wiser heads on both sides. In this
light, the Tyrol eans are right in fearing that the Italians will
continue, slowly, perhaps unconsciously, to Italianize, and. the
Italians are right in viewing the yroleans s, in one degree
or another, seditious.



If, in writing these many ages bcut speeific issues in the
South Tyrol, I have seemed to come doom on the side of the
Italians, it is because of the way the South Tyrol eans have
framed their complaints. They have complained that the Italians
are encouraging immigration into the rovince to overwhelm the
German-speaking community. So far as I can determine, the
Italians hve not done this since the end of Fscism. The South
Tyrol ens have demanded control over public housing in order to
stop building. This is peculiarly unprogressive way to solve
a-problem, .when new housing is genuinely needed. They hve
lained that their people re discriminated against in publle
employment. This is not true; they are poorly represented be-
cause their qualified men and women, few in number, can do bet-
ter elsewhere nd are not interested, while their interested
men and women are not qualified and re either unwilling or
unableto prepare themselves to compete on equal terms for.the jobs
they say they wnt. They complain that the use of-the German
language is restricted, but I know of no western land hving one
official language in which more concessions are made to the use
in official places of a second lnguage. Realists, their spokes-
men have concentrated on these practical issues, but in ch cse
they are on weak ground.

If they were to say, "We want a closed llvlng space in these
vlleys, from which all further Italian immigration nd activity
is restricted and within which the existing Italian minority
must adpt itself to our way of life or live under our terms,"
and if they were to prove their right to mak this-demand, the
argument would take a very different, direction. A few of them
have done this, but they are correctly accused of being un-
realistic. World politics dictate that South Tyrol will remain
part of Italy, and Italian public opinion precludes the granting
of such an extraordinary status within Italy by ny democratic
Italian government. Wor...politics are beyond the control of
240,000 South Tyrol eans, and their chances of convincing
Italian public opinion, peacefully or violently, within the
foreseeable future are too small to be meas.urble.

They must, psychologically, reject this pessimistic view
and make the efforto

But if they fail, as I think they must, their ethnic
extinction is not then pre-ordained. As lon as they continue
to want to exist as an ethnic group, and s long as the Italians
continue to be indifferent to their existence or disappearance
(nd not actively interested in destroying them, as was the case
underussolini), there is no reason why the South Tyrol shoul
not continue indefinitely to be a land of Italo-German towns nd
Tyrol ean valleys.

Believing (with an increasing number of exceptions) in the
fundamental ill-will of the Italians, they will also reject this
optimistic view.
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The South Tyrol is a very small country, and I have spent
a great many pages discussing its poblems.. If this needs to
be excused, I would do it on the ground that these Alpine valleys
provide a modern and available case study for an old and serious
Central .European disease what historians like to call the
Nmtionalities Question.

Of this disease the old Austro-Hungarian Empire died, snd
for it the Soviet Union claims to hve found a final curein
the form of Socialist botherhood imposed by the Red Army.
Whether this lst claim will be made good in the end is impos-
sible to judge, but the nationalist elements in the Poish nd
Hungarian stirrings of 1966 nd rumors circulating in Vienn
gain last week of anti-Czech &isturbnces in Slovakia suggest
that Socialist brotherhood is not a wonder drug.

The South Tyrol, where the Est-Vest conflict plays no role,
is a classic case. In the old Empire the dispute hd always
ranged around the use of language in public administration
nd the schools and the distribution of civil service jobs.
A.JoP. Taylor writes of Franz Joseph’s Austria" "The appoint-
ment of every school teacher, of every railway pointer, of every
hospital doctor, of every tax-collector, was a signal for
ntional struggle. ’ He could have been writing of South Tyrol
under the Itl ian Republ ic.

There is one significant difference, and it is an ironic
one. In Old Austria the town-dwelling, literate German middle
tigresses controlled the bureaucracy and ran the schools, and
against their monopoly the "subject peoples" Slavs for the
most prt coming to town and school from the countryside,
clamored nd fought, demanding their own language and a share
of jobs. In the South Tyrol it is the Germans who are the
peasants, the "subject people", now crying for a shre in d-
mini strt i on and for recognition of their language. The student
of history cnnot help feeling a little $chdenfreude at this
local humbling of one of Europe’s most arrogant "master rces",
but it is an unworthy emotion.

There is another difference. In Old Austria the towns of
the outer provinces had historically been German in a Slav hinter-
lnd, and in the ineteenth Centuy the urbanization of these
Slav peoples was overwhelming the urban (-ermans and turning
Prague, Zagreb or Ljubljna into .lav towns. In South Tyrol the
towns hsve historically been German in a German hinterland, and
are now being Italianized.

But the similrities re more striking than the differences.
If the Nationalities uestion is obscured r the historian of
the Habsburg Empire by the passage o timean for the journalist
studying the Soviet Empire by the thickness o+/- the Iron Curtain,
it can be examined with profit-for journlist and historian-in
he South Tyrol.

Sincerely,
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